Dendrimer-grafted bioreducible polycation/DNA multilayered films with low cytotoxicity and high transfection ability.
Controlled release of incorporated foreign DNA from multilayered films plays an important role in surface-mediated gene delivery. Herein, multilayered polyelectrolyte complex thin films, composed of dendrimer-grafted bio-reducible cationic poly(disulfide amine) and plasmid DNA, were fabricated via layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly for in vitro localized gene delivery. The UV absorbance and thickness of the LBL films were found to have linear correlation with the numbers of poly(disulfide amine)/DNA bilayers. Although LBL films were stable in PBS buffer, their degradation could be triggered by reducing agents (i.e. glutathione, GSH). The degradation rate of the films is directly proportional to the GSH concentration, which in turn affected the corresponding gene expression. All poly(disulfide amine)/DNA films exhibited lower cytotoxicity and higher transfection activity in comparison with PEI/DNA multilayered films. Moreover, LBL films showed the highest transfection efficiency in the presence of 2.5 mM GSH when cultured with 293T cells, with ~36% GFP-positive 293T cells after 5-days of co-culture. These DNA-containing reducible films could potentially be useful in gene therapy and tissue engineering by controlling the release of incorporated DNA.